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DIDICATED TO JOHN RIORDAN ON THE OCCASION OF HIS 75TH BIRTHDAY 
Pur mo’ venien i tuoi pensier tra i miei 
con simile atto e con simile faccia, 
sl the d’entrambi un sol consiglio fei. 
Inferno, 23, 28 
Let c = {UI , us ,...) a,}, for any finite n, be a nonempty collection of 
subsets of an iv-element set W, where some sets may be empty or coincide 
with each other. Thus, C is a multiset of subsets of W. 
As k ranges between 1 and 12, let SK be the sum of the number of elements 
of W contained in the sets uil n Gig n **a n ui, , for all increasing k-tuples 
(il , iz ,...) Q. 
In symbols, for k > 0, let 
Set SO = N. Let p(k), for k = 0, l,..., n, denote the number of elements of 
W belonging to exactly k subsets in C. The inclusion-exclusion principle 
states that 
p(k) = 4 - (” ; ‘) S,,, + *** + C-l>“-” (;) Sn 
= ; (-l>i-k (3 si . 
(*I 
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When k = 0, this reads in the familiar variant 
p(0) = so - s, + *‘a + (-l)“S,. 
The latter formula has been proved in several ways [5, Theorem 1, p. 51; 
6, Formula (4-3), p. 98; 3, Theorem B, p. 1781. All proofs rely on the identity 
The more general formula (*) is not so transparent. Indeed, [3] takes 
advantage of Renyi’s method of linear inequalities [7], and [5] invoke the 
symbolic method, that old war-horse of nineteenth-century mathematics. 
It was noticed a long time ago that computations with the inclusion- 
exclusion principle would be simplified by “treating” the variables S, as 
the powers of a single variable S, writing, “symbolically”, S, = Sk, as is 
done, for example, in Riordan’s well-known treatise. In this way one co,uld 
write p(k) = S”(1 + S)-li-l. More recently, Loeve observed that by writing, 
just as “symbolically,” Sk = M”lk!, one could have p(k) = Mke-M/k!. 
These symbolic computations are often still considered either as purely 
mnemonic devices, or as an expression of phenomena defying the powers of 
algebra. 
We show that a suitable algebraic context can be constructed in which the 
above identities are perfectly rigorous. Specifically, we construct two rings 
generated by the family of all subsets of a set W, which we call the segment 
ring and the square-free ring. On both rings a linear functional v is defined, 
such that v(A) = I A I for all subsets A of W. In the segment ring one finds an 
element S such that v(Sk) = Sk and p(k) = y(Sk(l + S)-lc-‘). In the square- 
free ring one finds similarly an element M such that v(Mk)/k! = Sk and 
v(MQ-“/k!) = p(k). Thus, all computations pertaining to the inclusion- 
exclusion principle can be performed in either of these rings with great 
ease and without fear. 
2. THE SEGMENT RING 
Let P be the free associative ring (algebra) with identity over the rationals 
freely generated by n variables x1 ,. . . , x, ; and let I be the submodule generated 
by all monomials xi,xi, *a. xi, in which at least one pair of indices is not in 
increasing order, that is, those monomials for which i, 3 i, for some p < q. 
Clearly the submodule I is a two-sided ideal. Let R = P/I, and let 4 be 
the canonical homomorphism of P onto P/I. We call the ring R the segment 
ring on n variables. We write J; for the image of the variable xi under the 
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canonical homomorphism 4. The non-commutative multiplication on R 
is completely determined by the rules 
Ah =.Lh if i<j, 
= 0 otherwise. 
For any positive integer k, a k-tuple of positive integers (i1, iz ,..., ik) is 
said to be a strictly increasing k-tuple if il < i, < -a* < ir, . Let M be the 
set of all non-zero monomials of R, and call these monomials segments. 
For any segmentj& ..* A, , the integer k is called the length ofh,J;:, *.. & . 
We state without proof some obvious facts about segments. 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) A monomial h,J, *.. &h is a segment if and only if 
the k-tuple (il , iz ,..., ik) is strictly increasing; 
(ii) fifi *a+ fn is the only segment of length n; 
(iii) there are no segments of length greater than n. 
‘ihe identity Z is considered to be the only segment of length zero. 
Define a function v on segments of length k > 0, with non-negative 
integer values, as follows: 
VU& .*. hJ is th e number of elements of W belonging to the set 
0. n u. n ... r\ ui, but not belonging to any set ojl n ojz n *.. n gj,, for any 
k&ple’e( jr j , 2 ,..., j,) lexicographically smaller than the k-tuple (il , iz ,..., i,J}. 
Set v(l) = N. 
We show that the function v can be extended to a linear functional on the 
entire ring R. 
PROPOSITION 2. The segments are linearly independent in the segment 
ring R. 
Proof. The segment ring R is graded, hence any set of monomials which 
is linearly independent must consist of monomials of the same degree. 
However, there is only one nonzero monomial of each degree. 
It follows that every element of R is a unique linear combination of seg- 
ments. Hence, the functional v can be extended to all elements of R by 
linearity. 
We denote by A the sum of the fi)s, that is, A = fi + fi -f ..a + fn . 
PROPOSITION 3. Ak is the sum of all segments of length k, for k > 1. 
Proof. Assume the result established for Ak. Then Ak+’ = 
Ak(f, + **. +fJ. Expanding, we see that every segment of length k + 1 
appears once and only once on the right. 
We set A0 = Z, the identity of the segment ring R, so that the preceding 
statement holds true also for k = 0. 
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We now give a combinatorial interpretation of the element A. 
PROPOSITION 4. v(A”) equals the number of elements of W lying in at 
least k subsets. 
ProoJ If k = 0, then 
v(AO) =v(Z)= N= 1 W’), 
as desired. If k > 0 write Ak as the sum of all segments of length k. Segments 
are linearly ordered by the lexicographic order on the k-tuples of subscripts. 
In other words, 
By definition of v, every element w E W belonging to k or more subsets 
contributes exactly one unit, as desired. 
We now define another distinguished element of the ring R. We call it 
S and set S = -1 + (1 + fi)(l + fi) *a. (1 + fn). The relationship betw:en 
S and A is given by 
PROPOSITION 5. (i) S = A + A2 + **a + A”; (ii) (1 + S) = (1 - A)-l. 
Proof. (i) Obvious. (ii) Obvious, since An+l = 0. 
We next derive another identity between S and A, which begins to hint 
at inclusion-exclusion: 
PROPOSITION 6. Fork 3 0, 
A” - A”+l = (1 f;)k+l . 
Proof. Obvious by the preceding Proposition. 
Recall that the integer p(k) is defined as the number of elements of W 
lying in exactly k subsets of the collection C. This leads us to the com- 
binatorial interpretation of the element S: 
PROPOSITION 7. For k 2 0, p(k) = v(Sk/(l + S)“+l). 
Proof The number of elements of W lying in k or more subsets equals 
the sum of those elements belonging to exactly k subsets, plus the elements 
belonging to at least k + 1 subsets. In symbols: 
p(k) = v(Ak) - v(A’“+l) = v(Ak - Ak+l) = v ((1 +f;k+l) , 
as desired. 
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3. THE INCLUSION-EXCLUSION PRINCIPLE 
PROPOSITION 8. Fork > 0, 
Sk = g (” + ; - ‘) Ak+‘. 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 6 above. All sums are finite. 
PROPOSITION 9. For k 3 0, 
p(k) = v (Sk - (” ; ‘) S”+l + (” ; “) Skf2 - ***) . 
Proof. Immediate from Proposition 7. 
The following Proposition expresses the obvious fact that, for any k 2 0, 
the number of elements of W belonging to at least k subsets is given by the 
elements belonging to exactly k subsets plus those in exactly k + 1 subsets,... 
and so on, up to the elements contained in (TV n o2 n *a* n 0, : 
PROPOSITION 10. v(Ak) = xi&p(i). 
Proof. For k 2 0, 
@“) = u(,@ _ A”+1 + A”+’ - . . . - A” + A”) 
= u(L4” - A”fl) + I@“+1 - A’C+2) + **- + l&4”) 
=p(k) +p(k + 1) + -*- +hO. Q.E.D. 
It is equally easy to give the combinatorial interpretation of the element S 
and of its powers: 
PROPOSITION 11, 
4Sk) = jFk (i) P(j), k a 0. , 
Proof. Immediate from Propositions 8 and 10. 
Our goal is now to prove u(S*) = S, . 
Define a non-negative integer-valued function f on the set W as follows. 
For every element a E W setf(a) to be the number of subsets oi E Z, including 
multiplicity, such that a E cri . Let B, be the subset of all a E W such that 
f(a) = k. The non-empty among the Bk partition the set W. 
PROPOSITION 12. 
582a/24/3-II 
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Proox Recall that 
Since the Bj partition the set W, the right side equals 
and the order of summation can be interchanged. The summand 
where Bi has been fixed, counts every element a of Bj , as many times as 
there are k-tuples of ai’s to which a belongs. But by definition of Bj , such an 
element a belongs to exactly <i,) such k-tuples. Hence, the summand (*) 
equals G) 1 Bj 1, and the entire sum (**) thus adds up to xi (i) I Bi 1. If 
k > j, then (t) = 0, hence the conclusion. 
We come now to the main point: 
THEOREM 1. Let v be the linear functional on the segment ring R defined 
above. Then v(Sk) = Sk . 
ProoJ: Immediate from the preceding Propositions. 
All numerical identities pertaining to the size of sets “come from” actual 
identities in the segment ring, where they are “mechanically” verified. We 
have in fact shown that “symbolic” manipulations correspond to actual 
computation in the segment ring. 
4. THE SQUARE-FREE RING 
Let P be the free commutative and associative ring with identity in n 
variables y1 , yz ,..., yn , and let I be the ideal generated by the elements 
yi2 - 1. 
The quotient ring L = P/I is called the square-free ring. 
We denote by gi the image of yi under the canonical map. The multipli- 
cation in L is determined by the rules 
gigf = gigi if i#j 
zz 0 otherwise. 
Thus, any monomial with two or more repeated variables vanishes. There 
are thus (9 distinct monomials of degree k, which are linearly independent. 
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We define a linear functional v on the ring L by setting v( gi, gil *** gd 
to be the number of elements of the set Wwhich belong to uI1 n oil n **a n ain 
and to no other oi . In particular, we have u(l) = p(O). We then extend v 
by linearity. 
In the square-free ring L, set 
T = g, + g, + *-* + g, . 
Then clearly 
Tklk! = C g&i2 * * ’ gik 3 
i,d,i...<i, 
c*> 
and hence v(Tk/k!) = p(k). As a consequence, setting eT = 1 + T + 
T2/2! +..., a finite sum, we, infer 
v(e’) = C v(Tk/k!) = C p(k) = N. 
k>O W’ 
However, it is seen by (*) that 
eT = (1 + gd(l + g2> *a* (1 + gJ, 
so that for il < is < **- < ik , 
where the sum on the right ranges over all non-zero monomials which are 
divisible by the monomial on the left. 
From this, it is just as simple to infer that 
and we come to our main point: 
THEOREM 2. v(TkeT)/k! = Sk. 
Proof. Immediate from the preceding remarks. 
Once more, computations relating to the size of sets can be replaced by 
computations in the square-free ring. For example, the inclusion-exclusion 
principle now reads 
p(k) = v(Tke-=/k!). 
We close with two remarks. First, inequalities relating to the inclusion- 
exclusion principle can be dealt with by either the segment ring or the 
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square-free ring. Second, the relation between the two rings is reminiscent 
of the Laplace transform. Can this analogy be made precise? What is the 
nature of the algebraic functor transforming one ring into the other ? 
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